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With the release of version 5, VB programmers can finally create ActiveX controls without resorting to C++. And when the manual can't help, turn to VB master Dan Appleman, who can. In this well-designed guide, you'll find a serious review of all the key technology-from beginning OLE fundamentals to the latest in ActiveX component, ActiveX control, and ActiveX document technology.Dan Appleman's Developing ActiveX Components with Visual Basic 5.0: A Guide to the Perplexed teaches you everything-from designing the object model to creating and testing your new components, to straightening out versioning problems and understanding container dependencies. Simply put this book is a best-of-class addition to any dynamic VB developer's library!Building on the Visual Basic documentation without trying to replace it, this book covers methods, properties, events, databinding, multithreading, Internet/intranet, licensing, and more.
	Cuts to the chase, covering the most essential problems
	Explores how to avoid common pitfalls
	CD-ROM includes sample source code from the book


This is the latest guide from the best-selling author of PC  Magazine Visual Basic Programmer's Guide to the Win32 APIs. Dan  Appleman's unique, no-holds-barred style of writing is perfect for VB  programmers who want to learn how to create ActiveX components.  - Cuts  to the chase, covering the most essential problems
- Shows how to  program around the bugs with techniques from Visual Basic Masters  

-  Explores how to avoid common pitfalls       
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Communication in Cancer Care (Recent Results in Cancer Research, Vol. 168)Springer, 2006

	This book covers all the relevant aspects of communication in cancer care, such as communication in cancer prevention and genetic counseling, communication at different stages of disease and communication with the family and children. In addition, more general topics are discussed, such as the benefits and evidence of communication skills...
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Network Performance Analysis: Using the J Programming LanguageSpringer, 2007
The J programming laguage is rich in mathematical functionality and ideally suited to analytical computing methods. It is, however, a somewhat terse language and not entirely intuitive at first, particularly if one is used to more conventional programming languages such as C, Pascal or Java. J functions (called verbs) are denoted by punctuation...
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Factory Planning Manual: Situation-Driven Production Facility PlanningSpringer, 2009

	This book describes the factory planning process with its manifold practical characteristics. Previous planning approaches only emanate from the product model. Future plannings need to allow for dissimilarity of an individual factory more strongly, i.e., the factory will feature even more individual characteristics according to its position...
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Ion ChromatographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The first edition of this book in 1982 described the emergence of ion-exchange chromatography as a practical and rapid method of separation and analysis. The initial and somewhat restrictive definition of the subject was broadened to 'ion chromatography' in order to describe the efficient chromatographic separation of anions or cations using any...
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Practical Algorithms for 3D Computer Graphics, Second EditionRoutledge, 2013

	
		Practical Algorithms for 3D Computer Graphics, Second Edition covers the fundamental algorithms that are the core of all 3D computer graphics software packages. Using Core OpenGL and OpenGL ES, the book enables you to create a complete suite of programs for 3D computer animation, modeling, and image synthesis.
...
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Cutting and Draping Party and Eveningwear: Pattern Cutting for Special Occasion ClothesBatsford, 2016

	When you want to dress up, this is the complete guide to creating special-occasion clothes—party dresses and eveningwear. With step-by-step instructions, Dawn Cloake explains how to develop basic design blocks for a wide range of garments, and then mix and match the elements to make something that’s truly unique. She includes...
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